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As the gig economy continues to grow and freelance work moves online, five-star reputation systems are
becoming more and more common. At the same time, there are increasing accounts of race and gender bias
in evaluations of gig workers, with negative impacts for those workers. We report on a series of four
Mechanical Turk-based studies in which participants who rated simulated gig work did not show race- or
gender bias, while manipulation checks showed they reliably distinguished between low- and high-quality
work.
Given prior research, this was a striking result. To explore further, we used a Bayesian approach to verify
absence of ratings bias (as opposed to merely not detecting bias). This Bayesian test let us identify an upperbound: if any bias did exist in our studies, it was below an average of 0.2 stars on a five-star scale. We discuss
possible interpretations of our results and outline future work to better understand the results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Increasing numbers of people are pursuing technology-mediated freelance or ‘gig work’. Software platforms
support gig work at scale, with these platforms and the people using them known as the ‘gig economy’. This
includes sharing economy platforms, in which workers generally all provide the same type of service (e.g.,
ride service in Uber or places to stay in Airbnb), and online freelance marketplaces like Upwork and Fiverr,
which facilitate more traditional freelance work. Recent estimates suggest gig/freelance workers have become
a significant portion of the labor market, with 53 million workers in the United States, 42% of whom
(approximately 22 million people) have found work online [7].
Establishing trust between a gig worker and a person who wants work done (a ‘task requester’) is critical
because workers and task requesters typically will not have interacted prior to task assignment (e.g. Zervas
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et al. [82]). Reputation systems are a common technique to facilitate trust. These systems maintain a reputation
history of workers (and sometimes requesters) based on evaluations of their prior activity in the platform.
Reputation can be formalized in many ways, but five-star rating scales are the most common in the gig
economy; requesters rate workers based on quality of the work accomplished. In many ways, reputation
systems play a similar role as performance reviews in traditional companies [22]. Some have even suggested
extending reputation systems to a national scale to create a universal ‘credit score’ [26].
Despite the popularity and importance of reputation systems in the gig economy, a large literature suggests
that these systems may have substantial risks. Most notably, there is an interdisciplinary body of evidence
showing that demographic biases (including race and gender biases) are common when humans evaluate other
humans on task performance, e.g., in teaching [3], hiring [8,57], and employee evaluation [38]). This evidence,
coupled with growing concerns about discrimination in the gig economy (e.g., Airbnb [18,23,24,49,55],
TaskRabbit [76], and Uber [21,28,73,77]), suggest that reputation systems may limit the ability of women,
people of color, and other groups to participate successfully in the gig economy, either because requesters
avoid low reputation workers or because such workers are fired [15].
Because of this prior work and the importance of the gig economy, it is critical to understand ways in
which bias is manifest in reputation interfaces like the five-star rating scale, and what can be done to mitigate
bias. Gig work companies are best situated to pursue this research: they run the software platforms, so they
have data to measure bias, and they can study bias mitigation with A/B tests. However, we know of no studies
by gig work companies exploring bias in their reputation systems. Thus, there is need and opportunity for
external researchers to do this work.
But external researchers are at a disadvantage. Common external approaches to study live systems, like
scraping [68] or ‘auditing’ [23], are observational. Experimentation with bias mediation strategies (e.g.,
different rating interfaces) is typically not possible. Further, external approaches can break platform Terms of
Service, making them illegal in the United States [78], which may have a chilling effect on this form of research
(e.g. Sandvig v. Lynch [69]).
An accepted approach in social computing around these major challenges is to simulate a system in as
ecologically valid a way as possible. Social computing studies adopting this approach often use Amazon
Mechanical Turk since Mechanical Turk enables quick access to large numbers of participants and is
moderately representative of the general population. Further, researchers have demonstrated Mechanical
Turk’s suitability for recruiting study participants by replicating known results from offline studies (e.g. in
behavioral economics [37], psychology [12], political science [5], social computing [42], and natural language
processing [70,72]).
As such, we adopted the Mechanical Turk-based simulation approach. Specifically, we (a) developed an
experimental simulation platform and used Mechanical Turk workers as a study population, and (b) measured
the amount of race- and gender-based ratings bias.
To our surprise, participant ratings in our experiments did not show bias. In this paper, we describe a
sequence of four experiments in which we tentatively established, robustly replicated, and sought to
understand this result. We designed the second through fourth experiments to increase the salience of
race/gender or the experimental power of the study, while holding ourselves to a high-standard of fidelity to
real world gig work systems. Our efforts included increasing the size of simulated gig workers’ photos, a
different rating interface, maximally demographically-appropriate simulated gig worker names, a shift to a
within-subjects design, and even a shift to a second simulated gig work task. Our results remained the same:
Turkers’ ratings of work quality did not show any race or gender bias, but consistently (and statistically
significantly) distinguished good and bad work.
However, it would be statistical malpractice to presume that lack of significant results (e.g., from a t-test)
imply that no effect is present. Thus, we use a Bayesian approach to evaluate the absence of an effect, which
we term an absence check. This is intuitively similar to equivalence testing [75,80] from the medical sciences
and the Bayesian ROPE (Region of Practical Equivalence) strategy – both of which statistically confirm or
reject a hypothesis that no effect is present. In addition, the absence check approach lets us interpret the
likelihood of bias being present. Using this approach, we found that if any racial or gender bias existed in our
studies, it very likely had an upper bound of 0.2 stars on a five-star scale.
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Our results contrast with a large body of rigorous prior work that would lead one to expect reputation
systems to exhibit bias. Thus, the goals of this paper are to: (a) carefully and clearly document the experimental
procedures and statistical measures we used, (b) characterize a number of important possible interpretations
that require immediate further study (including characteristics of online reputation systems that may limit
the expression of bias and potential confounds that make it difficult to measure bias), and (c) stimulate both
conversation and further exploration of these results within the social computing and HCI research
communities.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
1.
2.

3.

We present a surprisingly robust result: in two different simulated Upwork-style tasks across four
experiments, we found no significant race or gender-based rating bias.
We leverage Bayesian methods to develop statistical confidence that ratings bias was absent. We
establish statistical confidence that, if any race- or gender-based bias exists, it very likely has an
upper bound of 0.2 stars (on a five-star scale).
We articulate a set of hypotheses based on possible explanations for these results, laying out a formal
research agenda. In doing so, we experimentally eliminate some apparently plausible
interpretations, and discuss those we cannot reject immediately.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Bias in the Gig Economy
A growing body of work has explored systemic exclusion and disparate treatment of minority and
disadvantaged groups from sharing economy platforms like TaskRabbit, Airbnb, and Uber. One increasingly
prominent vein of this work has utilized a geographic lens. For instance, Thebault-Spieker et al. [76] found
that decisions TaskRabbit workers make about where they are willing to work systemically limit service
availability in low-socioeconomic status (low SES) and suburban areas. They later extended this study further
to include UberX [77] and show that the availability of sharing economy services disadvantage people in lowincome, non-white, or low-population density areas. Lee et al. [48] provided evidence suggesting that Uber
drivers make similar decisions by turning off their apps when traveling near low-SES areas. Quattrone et al.
[61] investigated the geography of Airbnb service over time in London, and found comparable trends to
Thebault-Spieker et al. (Airbnb services are less available in lower-SES regions of London). Dillahunt and
Malone [20] identified barriers to participation in the sharing economy faced by people from low SES areas.
Another common vein of research is similar to traditional ‘auditing’ work, which focuses on identifying
discriminatory outcomes in a system. Edelman et al. [23,24] studied the role of race in Airbnb, finding that
black hosts make less money than their white counterparts [23] and that black guests are less successful at
booking places to stay [24] than white guests. Ge et al. [28] conducted a similar study of Uber: using data from
two different cities, they found that black passengers who requested a ride often wait longer for the ride to
arrive. Similarly, Hannák et al. [33] observationally explored race and gender biases in TaskRabbit and Fiverr;
we discuss this work in more detail below.

2.2 Reputation Systems in Online Platforms
Reputation systems were common in online retail platforms well before the rise of the gig economy. Some of
the earliest work studying reputation systems came out of studying seller reputation on eBay, a prominent
early reputation system. Resnick et al. [63] for instance, found that sellers with established reputations
(compared to seller accounts run by the same person, selling the same item) were able to charge 8% more, due
to their established reputation. More recently, Benson et al. [4] found that Turkopticon [39], an external
reputation system for Amazon's Mechanical Turk, helps both requesters and workers obtain better results
(either more pay or more available work).
Other work has examined reputation systems risks other than bias. For example, Horton and Golden [36]
explored ratings inflation in oDesk (now Upwork), and showed that for public ratings the average rating has
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been inflating over time. This is in contrast to a private reputation mechanism, where workers do not know
where the ratings are coming from directly, which Horton and Golden argue is a more honest rating. Zervas
et al. [82] found similar high-end skew in Airbnb, reporting that 94% of all properties in their data have average
ratings of 4.5 or 5 stars.
A third vein of work explores the sociological implications of sharing economy platforms and the effects
of their reputation systems: Raval and Dourish [62] discussed the emotional labor that Uber drivers must carry
out due to the Uber reputation system, and the ways it can affect their ability to keep driving. In a similar
vein, Rosenblat and Stark [65] discussed the managerial role of the Uber reputation system, both in how it
exerts control over drivers and the effects of this control. For example, Business Insider [15] reported on a
leak suggesting that Uber sets reputation thresholds below which they deactivate drivers.
Reputation systems also extend outside service-for-fee systems. For instance, State et al. [74] analyze
private and public reputation systems in CouchSurfing and found support for Power-Dependence Theory,
specifically that mutual rating balances out the power in the relationship.

2.3 Rating Systems in Online Platforms
Extensive research on recommender systems has shed light on ratings noise, interfaces, and bias. Rating noise
has been widely studied, with several studies showing rate-rerate inconsistency and thereby concluding that
ratings should be treated as a noisy estimate of underlying preferences [1,43,67]. Cosley et al. [17] showed
that raters also can be influenced by conformity bias, slanting their ratings towards a displayed anchor value.
Ratings interfaces also affect the quality of ratings. Nguyen et al. [56] showed that contextual rating
interfaces can reduce the amount of noise present in ratings. Lampe and Garrett [47] compared single-factor
and multi-factor rating interfaces, finding the single-factor interface better at distinguishing between ‘good’
and ‘bad’, but the multi-factor interface let people more closely match expert ground-truth.

2.4 Bias in Evaluation
The issue of bias in evaluation has been of broad concern and study in fields ranging from hiring and
workplace evaluation to education and more. Perhaps the most oft-mentioned real-world example is the
increase in female orchestra musicians after orchestras transitioned to auditions behind a screen [30].
Research studies of biases that occur both before and after someone evaluates work include resume studies
[8], teacher evaluation [3], student peer evaluation [19], and workplace evaluation [38,66], among others.
Evaluation bias has been found along many dimensions, but two of the most commonly identified and
studied are gender and race. Eagly et al. [22] did a meta-analysis of the degree to which employees are biased
against female managers compared to their male counterparts. They found strong effects in favor of men in
specific circumstances (e.g. when the leadership style is particularly ‘masculine’) and smaller effects of bias
more generally. Similarly, Greenhaus and Parasuraman [31] found that for both female and black managers,
evaluations of their success is less likely to be attributed to their abilities when compared to men and white
managers (respectively).
Close to the intersection of rating interfaces and evaluation bias are simulation studies of ratings, often in
the context of workplace evaluation. Much of this work was done in the 1970s (e.g. [10,32]), and rating
techniques were different at that time, e.g. checkboxes on a paper form. However, the findings from this work
seem intuitively related to rating interfaces as well. These controlled experiments suggest that ratings along
a five-star scale are susceptible to race- and gender-based biases, implying that these effects are also likely in
ratings-based reputation systems. Bigoness [10] is one such controlled experiment in which actors simulated
employees and undergraduate students evaluated the ‘employees’ work, finding that black ‘employees’
receive lower ratings.
More generally, the trend in this body of literature suggests that (a) race- and gender-based bias are
common in evaluation settings, and (b) these biases tend to advantage white and male workers. Because rating
studies show bias and because of the similarity between the rating studies and ratings-based reputation
systems, it is likely that the biases shown in these studies apply to ratings-based reputation systems as well.
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3 OVERVIEW OF OUR STUDIES AND RESULTS
Since we report methods, designs, and results for four experiments, we first provide an overview of all the
experiments and findings to orient the reader.
In each experiment, raters (Turkers) were shown a piece of simulated gig work, along with some
information about the (simulated) gig worker which gave strong clues about the worker’s race (white or black)
or gender (male or female). We produced the simulated work based on public samples and manipulated them
to create low- and high-quality versions. Raters assigned a single rating on a five-star scale to each piece of
work they saw. In all four experiments, raters reliably differentiated between low- and high-quality work –
the differences were (a) statistically significant, and (b) quite large. Conversely, none of our experiments
showed significant differences with respect to the gender or race of the simulated workers. That is, no
experiment showed gender or race ratings bias. We used a Bayesian approach to gain confidence that bias was
absent, rather than merely not detected by a hypothesis test. This approach let us define an upper threshold on
any possible bias in our data – any possible race- or gender-based bias in our studies is no more than 0.2 stars.
Further, the differences in ratings between low- and high-quality simulated gig work are much larger than
this 0.2 star upper bound – up to five times larger, in some cases.
Given this replicated, robust, and surprising result, we then consider a range of possible interpretations
that suggest actionable hypotheses for future work.

4 THE INITIAL EXPERIMENT (EXPERIMENT 1)
4.1 Objective
Based on previous literature, we expected reputation system ratings would be subject to race and gender
biases. Thus, the goals of our initial experiment were to (1) replicate these biases in a reputation systems
context and (2) investigate whether different interface approaches would mitigate bias (e.g., multi-factor
ratings that go beyond a single five-star scale). However, as described below, absence of race and gender bias
made the second goal moot and led us onto a different research trajectory.

4.2 Study Design
This study was a 2x2x2x2 between-subjects study on the following factors:
•
•
•
•

Quality (high vs. low quality of gig work deliverable).
Race (black vs. white, based on prior research results).
Gender (female vs. male).
Interface (control was a single-factor five-star rating; intervention was a multi-factor five-star
rating).

Each participant was asked to evaluate one simulated gig work deliverable ostensibly from a simulated gig
worker. We collected the following data for each evaluation: the simulated deliverable the participant saw,
the quality of the deliverable (low or high), the race and gender of the simulated worker, the time the
participant spent doing the task, and the star rating.
The Simulated Gig Work Deliverable: We chose a task of evaluating a critique of high-school student
writing. We designed the task to approximate an Upwork “editing” task, a popular category on the site. We
showed participants a single essay and critique. Because we sought to control the experiment carefully, we
used a professionally produced externally available set of essays and critiques (rather than, for example, essays
and critiques that we created and scored). The essays and critiques were taken from the College Board website
[83,84]. The essays are example SAT essay submissions of varying quality. However, the critiques were
created by the College Board itself, and all consist of three high-quality paragraphs evaluating the essay. We
used two essay prompts, 16 sample essays (8 per prompt), and the 16 associated critiques for our deliverables.
To create a low-quality deliverable, we removed the middle sentences of each critique paragraph, leaving only
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Figure 1: An example of our five-star rating interface.
the first and last sentences of the three paragraphs. Examples can be found in Figure A1 (located in Appendix
A).
We used two qualities of deliverable for two reasons. First, we were exploring whether biases might be
more prevalent when faced with lower- or higher-quality work. Second, having two quality levels let us verify
that our participants were putting in effort to evaluate the deliverables by testing whether they scored highquality work higher than low-quality work. As we note below, the difference between the scores of low- and
high-quality also allowed us to put the upper-bound on bias in more perspective.
The Simulated Gig Worker: We followed common practice from existing systems (like Upwork) in
designing our simulated gig workers. We showed participants a simulated worker’s photo and name.
1.

2.

Photo: On the advice of an ethnic studies scholar, we sought to control for potential biases apart
from race and gender through a standardized image selection process. We sampled faces in the
75th-percentile of attractiveness (top-25% most attractive) from The Chicago Face Database [50]
(a standardized dataset that provides various attractiveness metrics for each image), and
randomly selected 4 images per condition in the “Happy, Closed Mouth” category (four black
women, four black men, four white women, four white men).
Name: We held the name of the simulated gig worker constant, using the gender-neutral name
“Alex”.

The Reputation System Interface: Figure 1 shows an example of the rating interface. The interface used
a single five-star rating scale, modeled after common gig work reputation systems.
Recruitment: We recruited Mechanical Turk workers who had completed more than 1,000 tasks, had a
97% acceptance rate, and were residents of the United States. We ran an initial pilot study with 30 participants
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(c) Gender Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the Men and
Women mean ratings.

Figure 2: Distributions for each of our variables of interest in Experiment 1. Participant ratings of
work quality reliably differentiated low and high quality work (Figure 2a; differences are
statistically significant), but showed no race (Figure 2b) or gender (Figure 2c) bias.
1

and extended this to 507. In our results, below, we report data from 246 of these participants . We paid
participants $0.75 based on a time estimate of 5 minutes and our state’s minimum wage ($9.00 per hour). We
initially limited recruitment to Mechanical Turk Masters (a designation assigned by Amazon [87]), but ended
up removing this limitation after 90 participants due to a significant slowdown in recruitment.
Validation Checks: As noted, having high- and low-quality deliverables let us test that participants in
general correctly differentiated these two qualities of deliverables. If our participants did, this would give us
confidence that participants were providing meaningful ratings.
We performed statistical tests that found no difference between ratings from Mechanical Turk Masters
and non-Masters. We compared each group’s task completion times, effect sizes of bias, and abilities to
distinguish between our two deliverable qualities.

4.3 Results
Figure 2 shows the results of our first experiment. For each of our three dimensions (quality, race, and gender),
we conducted Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests to account for ordinal, right-skewed data. Participants reliably
distinguished high- from low-quality (W=10182, p<0.001), but did not show statistically significant bias on
either the race (W=7024, p=0.45) or gender (W=7571.5, p=0.91). Participants rated the high-quality deliverables
an average of 0.64 higher than low-quality deliverables, up to 21 times the differences between black and
white, or male and female simulated gig workers. We exclude results from the multi-factor scale, as the
comparison between both interfaces requires significant bias in our single-factor interface.

5 FOLLOW-UP EXPERIMENTS
Since the results of our first experiment were surprising, we engaged in additional study of the observed
phenomenon. We designed three follow-up experiments to further test and explore our results, both to

1

As we note above, our intent in Experiment 1 was to study bias mitigation strategies. Thus, we also tested an experimental interface
consisting of a multi-factor rating scale informed by workplace evaluation literature [9]. Approximately 50% of our recruited participants
were in this condition, which proved irrelevant since the study did not show rating bias, so we do not discuss this condition further.
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confirm their robustness and to understand what may have caused them. For each of these studies, we describe
the experimental design changes and then the results.

5.1 Experiment 2
5.1.1 Changes. We identified three potential reasons that may have led to no bias being shown in our first
experiment:
• Quality was entirely correlated with length, allowing participants to accurately assess quality
without really reading the article.
• The simulated gig worker name (Alex) may not have been demographically representative. It is more
common among white men than any other group.
• The same-page evaluation layout may have diminished bias; since participants rated while both the
photo and essay were visible, they may have focused on the essay and paid little attention to the
photo.
To address these potential limitations, to strengthen the statistical signal of any bias, and to see if our first
result was a statistical fluke, we made the following changes.
First, we created low-quality critiques that preserved length. We introduced a series of intentional errors
into the critiques by purposefully inverting the recommendations of a Grade 11 writing rubric [88] and a guide
on providing high-quality feedback [16]. Specifically, to operationalize low-quality written critique we
‘reversed’ expert recommendations about what makes written critiques high-quality. We injected the
following errors into each paragraph (of the original critiques) to create low-quality critiques:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

two spelling errors
two capitalization errors
two punctuation errors
one subject/verb disagreement error
one pluralization error
two logic inversions to break paragraph organization
And from each paragraph, we also:
removed the topic sentence;
changed the order of one sentence;
removed two specific points from the original text.

Because of the removal of two specific points in the low-quality feedback, we also needed to edit the length
of the same high-quality feedback. To do so, we randomly selected one entire paragraph, and removed it
(without modifying quality in any way). We have provided an illustrative example of high- and low-quality
feedback for this study in Figure A2 (Located in Appendix A).
Second, we chose demographically valid names for the simulated gig workers based on a dataset of popular
baby names. We selected the four most popular names in each demographic category (black female, black
male, white female, white male) from a dataset of the most popular baby names in New York State in 2011
[89]. We then randomly selected one name (from the appropriate race and gender) for each participant. Others
[8,23,24] have employed a ‘most distinctive names’ approach based on a dataset from the 1970s. We chose
popular (rather than most distinctive) names to represent demographic groups naturally, rather than in a more
extreme (or even stereotyped) manner.
Third, we separated the rating page (which repeated the photo and name) from the page that displayed the
simulated deliverable. We also added a validation question (asking participants to type the subject of the
essay), to increase confidence that participants were paying attention. In the experiment, only four validation
responses were left blank, and all other responses indicated participants understood the subject of the essay.
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(c) Gender Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the Men and
Women mean ratings.

Figure 3: Distributions for each of our variables of interest in Experiment 2. As with Experiment
1, participant ratings differentiated low- and high-quality work (Figure 3a), but showed no race
(Figure 3b) or gender (Figure 3c) bias.
Finally, we recruited entirely without the Masters qualification restriction, but kept all other recruitment
criteria from Study 1 (97% approval rate, completion of more than 1,000 tasks, and located in the US). We
again paid participants $0.75.
We ran an initial pilot study of 30 participants, and extended this to 130 (across the two quality conditions).
At this point, we projected that our participants again would not show race- or gender-based rating bias, so
we focused the direction of this experiment on quantifying rating bias along these dimensions. A power
analysis suggested we needed over 200 subjects in the control (single-evaluation factor) condition to be
confident that we would observe any substantial rating bias that did exist. Thus, we extended recruitment in
that category only and ended up with a total of 284 participants, of whom 217 were in the control condition
and are analyzed here. We ran this study one month after our first experiment.
5.1.2 Results. Figure 3 shows our results, which suggest the same conclusions as Experiment 1. Again,
along all three dimensions, we conducted Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests to account for ordinal, right-skewed
distributions. Participants were still able to distinguish between high- and low-quality feedback (W=3386.5,
p<0.001). However, there still were no significant differences (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests, to account for
ordinal, right-skewed data) in ratings between white and black simulated workers (W=6279, p=0.37), nor
between male and female simulated workers (W=5821, p=0.92). Participants rated the high-quality deliverables
an average of 0.85 higher than low-quality deliverables, up to 17 times larger than the race or gender
differences.

5.2 Experiment 3
Even though much of the workplace evaluation literature (e.g., resume bias studies [8] and ratings bias
[10,11,32,60]) suggests that a single evaluation (per subject) would statistically show rating bias, we designed
Experiment 3 to account for the possibility that rating bias is shown after multiple rating opportunities. We
modified our experimental design to a within-subjects study in which each participant rated four simulated
gig workers, one from each race/gender pair in a randomized order. A further benefit of this approach is that
within-subjects experiments substantially increase statistical power. To maximize the potential for detecting
rating bias, we randomly assigned each participant to a single quality level—each participant saw either four
high-quality or four low-quality critiques, though each critique was for a different essay. Except for the
repeated evaluations, all other aspects of the study (interface, task, validation check, and Mechanical Turk
PACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 1, No. CSCW, Article 101. Publication date: November 2017
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Table 1: Coefficients for our ordinal mixedeffects model. An asterisk denotes significance.

Table 2: Threshold cutoffs for our
ordinal mixed-effects model.

Variable

Coefficient

p-value

Thresholds

Estimate

Std. Err

Quality[Good]
Race[White]
Gender[Male]

2.02
-0.05
0.01

< 0.001*
0.81
0.95

1|2
2|3
3|4
4|5

-2.92
-1.59
-0.20
1.83

0.34
0.28
0.26
0.28

(a) Quality Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the high- and lowquality mean ratings.

(b) Race Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the White and
Black mean ratings.

(c) Gender Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the Men and
Women mean ratings.

Figure 4: Distributions for each of our variables of interest in Experiment 3. Once again,
participant ratings differentiated low and high quality work (Figure 4a), but showed no race
(Figure 4b) or gender (Figure 4c) bias.
recruitment criteria) remained unchanged. Our validation check again indicated that participants understood
the subject of the essay. To be respectful of our Mechanical Turk participants’ time, we showed them two
essays from each example SAT prompt, one long, and one short. This meant that the four evaluations would
take approximately 15 minutes, so accordingly we paid $2.25.
We ran an initial pilot study of 15 participants. We extended this study with another 90 to reach a total of
105 participants (420 ratings). We ran this study one month after our second experiment.
Because of the within-subjects design in this study, the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test was no longer
appropriate. Instead, we used an ordinal, mixed-effects regression approach (using a cumulative-link mixed
model or clmm() in the ordinal R package [13]). We modeled the rating as a dependent variable, and used
race and gender of the simulated gig worker and quality of the simulated deliverable as predictors. We
included the participant identifier as a random effect to account for individual variance.
5.2.1 Results. As shown in Table 1, Table 2, and Figure 4, we again find that participants distinguish quality
(between-subjects), as quality is a significant predictor of the rating. However, race and gender of the gig
worker (within-subject) are not, suggesting that participants do not show rating bias along these dimensions.
The model coefficients (Table 1) are log-odds ratios and demonstrate that race and gender variables are: (a)
not significant, and (b) have small effect sizes compared to the quality variable.

5.3 Experiment 4
None of our first three studies found that participants showed race- or gender-based rating bias. To help
understand these results, we sought advice and insight from a Gender Studies scholar. She suggested that the
task of evaluating writing critique might be too abstract or unnatural, which could lead to our results. Based
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(b) Rating Page

Figure 5: Examples of our study interfaces for Experiment 4. Our deliverable page (a) and our
rating page (b).

(a) Quality Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the high- and lowquality mean ratings.

(b) Race Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the White and
Black mean ratings.

(c) Gender Rating Distribution
Dashed lines are the Men and
Women mean ratings.

Figure 6: Distributions for each of our variables of interest in Experiment 4. Once again,
participant ratings differentiated low and high quality work (Figure 6a), but showed no race
(Figure 6b) or gender (Figure 6c) bias.
on her suggestion, we changed the task from evaluating a critique deliverable to evaluating a primary writing
deliverable (article writing is another common task for Upwork). In order to minimize the changes we made
between studies, we returned to our between-subjects design from Experiment 2.
To generate the simulated pieces of writing, we sampled 100 Wikipedia articles from the Musician
Biography Wiki-Project (a project focused on editing musician biographies in Wikipedia). Using an automated
quality assessment tool provided by the Wikimedia Foundation (the article quality models that are a part of
the Objective Revision Evaluation Service [53]) – and confirming its assessments with those manually
provided by the community – we selected four ‘Stub’ class articles and four ‘Start’ class articles as our lowand high-quality deliverables (respectively). Stub class articles are the lowest quality articles on Wikipedia’s
quality scale, and start class articles are one class higher [86]. To manage the workload for our participants,
we also ensured that each article was between 1,000 and 10,000 bytes of body text. We also made sure these
pieces of writing did not look too similar to a Wikipedia article. We did so by scraping the body of these pages
and removing all links (retaining the text) and styling. An example can be seen in Figure 5.
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Participants were told that we had requested musician biographies for a new website about musicians.
We specified that the writing should “provide some meaningful content, and should include referenced
material” (language taken directly from the Wikipedia “Start” class requirements [85]). After participants
provided a rating, we also asked them “How did you complete the task?”, in order to understand if our use of
Wikipedia articles was problematic for this task. Only 3 of our 250 participants mentioned Wikipedia in their
responses to this question.
We again recruited Mechanical Turk workers using the same criteria as in Study 2. We ran an initial pilot
study of 50 participants and extended to a total of 250 (because we were informed by previous studies, we did
not conduct statistical power analysis for this study). We again paid $0.75, based on a time estimate of 5
minutes. We ran this study several weeks after Study 3.
5.3.1 Results. As in all the other experiments (and directly comparable to Studies 1 and 2), we conducted
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests, to account for ordinal, right-skewed distributions. The results of this study (Figure
6) show that participants do distinguish between high- and low-quality writing (W=9190.5, p<0.01). However,
also as in all previous experiments, there is not evidence to suggest that participants showed rating differences
along the race (W=8074.5, p=0.63) or gender (W=7588, p=0.68) dimensions. Participants rated high-quality
deliverables an average of 0.32 stars higher than low-quality deliverables, up to 6 times larger than the
measured effects in our race or gender conditions.

6 SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN EXPERIMENT DESIGNS
We made a number of changes across the four experiments to robustly replicate our findings and rule out
confounds that may have led to our surprising results. We summarize these changes here:
• We began our study of bias in rating writing critiques by holding simulated worker names constant,
requesting ratings on the same page as the deliverable, and using a significantly shortened writing
critique as our low-quality deliverable.
• Each of these attributes changed in Experiment 2. We moved the rating interface to a different page,
used demographically valid names for simulated workers, and made low-quality critiques similar
lengths to high-quality critiques. We made these changes to strengthen the effect of our experimental
variables in order to accentuate any statistical signal.
• Experiment 3 used the same simulation setup as Experiment 2, but switched the experimental design
to within-subjects to test whether multiple ratings were needed before participants showed rating bias.
• Experiment 4 used much of the same setup as Experiment 2. However, we changed the task to
evaluating a submitted writing deliverable (another ecologically valid task) rather than an editing
deliverable. This experiment tested whether the level of abstraction in online tasks affects whether
rating bias is shown.

7 CONFIDENCE IN ABSENCE OF RATING BIAS
Much prior work suggests that participants in our experiments would show rating bias, but they did not.
Moreover, specific biases were expected, but we did not find them: simulated white workers were expected to
have higher ratings than simulated black workers, and simulated male workers were expected to have higher
ratings than simulated female workers. Neither was the case.
Of course, when statistical tests do not find an effect, we cannot conclude that no effect exists. All we can
conclude from our studies is that if there were any bias, it is too small to reach significance. Thus, given that
our results contrast with prior work, we posed a different and important question: can we demonstrate
statistical confidence in absence of rating bias in our experiments? To preview: our answer is yes.
However, answering this question required thinking through several issues regarding our data and
possible statistical techniques. Therefore, prior to presenting results, we walk the reader through our
reasoning process.
We first needed to define an “upper bound” for bias: this will let us say that if any bias exists, it must be
less than the upper bound. We set the bound to be 0.2 on our 5-star scale; for example, this bound would mean
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that if a white male received a 5-star rating, a black male submitting the same work would receive no less
than a 4.8. We chose this threshold based on analyses of other reputation systems. Horton and Golden [36]
did an analysis of ratings in oDesk (now Upwork) and found that 80% of average ratings were above 4.75 stars.
Leaked documents suggest that the minimum average rating an Uber driver can have – without being fired –
is about 4.6 stars [15]. Thus, a threshold of 0.2 is small enough that a drop of this magnitude would not be
fatal to excellent oDesk workers, nor would it force good Uber drivers off the platform. Further, in our studies,
the largest (but still not statistically significant) race or gender bias was 0.07, well below the 0.2 threshold. We
re-examine our choice of threshold in the Limitations section.
The two-sided tests we have already performed were sufficient to show that we do not have enough
evidence to claim a statistically significant bias effect in either direction. In this analysis, our goal is different.
We seek to quantify the strength of our evidence against the biases we would expect from prior literature.
Therefore, we only need to define an upper bound; any large negative bias would simply be more evidence
for the absence of the expected bias.
Since we were defining an upper bound, in more rigorous statistical terms we needed a one-sided
confidence bound. If our data were normally distributed and continuous data, our job would be easy: we could
use a t-test-based one-sided confidence bound. This is the intuition behind equivalence testing (in fact, the
tost() function in the equivalence R package [64] uses just this approach). However, equivalence
testing has the same statistical assumptions as the t-test, and our ordinal data violates those assumptions.
Therefore, we decided to compare three different statistical approaches to establishing a one-sided confidence
bound.
Approach 1 uses a standard t-test based method (despite the statistical assumptions being violated) to
estimate the probability of possible effect.
Approach 2 is based on re-sampling simulations with bootstrapping to estimate confidence. We generated
10,000 bootstrapped estimates of the mean of each distribution. We then created 10,000 estimates of the size
of the mean shift of the rating distributions. From here, we asked how frequently is the mean shift less than the
0.2 upper-bound?
A related Bayesian approach is called Region of Practical Equivalence (ROPE) [44]. ROPE is used to accept
or reject the hypothesis that a summary statistic (e.g. mean-shift) is practically equivalent to a pre-determined
range of values (e.g. -0.2 to 0.2 stars). However, the common ROPE approach does not meet two of our needs.
First, as noted, our analysis requires a one-sided confidence upper-bound, and ROPE is designed with twosided confidence bounds in mind. Second, ROPE is designed simply to accept or reject practical equivalence,
and therefore lacks the interpretive power we need to compute the probability of a mean-shift.
Approach 3. Our third approach could be seen as an “alternative ROPE” – we essentially define a onesided ROPE with an upper-bound of a 0.2 star mean-shift, and then used Bayesian methods to interpret the
probability of such a shift. We modeled our ratings as independent samples from a categorical distribution
with unknown probabilities Θ. We also assumed that every possible rating distribution was equally likely (a
uniform prior over Θ). We then computed the posterior distribution of Θ. It is well known [29] that the

Figure 7: An illustrative example of our absence check method (Study 2 data shown here).
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posterior distribution of Θ in this case would be from a Dirichlet distribution Θ𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎) in which
each 𝑎- = 1 + 𝑐- , where 𝑐- is the number of times that rating option was observed. Given this posterior
distribution we proceeded as before, drawing 10,000 samples of the posterior distribution of each rating
distribution to compute a posterior distribution of the mean shift. We then computed the posterior probability
that the magnitude of the mean effect shift is less than 0.2.
The Bayesian method (Approach 3) is theoretically more robust to undersampled data. When few ratings
are available our uninformed prior will dominate, leading to a conservative distribution of possible bias, and
a large posterior probability of a mean shift over 0.2 (as seen in Figure 7). Therefore, we report results
concerning absence of bias using the Bayesian method – which we refer to as an absence check.
This absence check is functionally similar to a one-sided p-value test. We use this method to ask if our data
provide sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis that a mean-shift of at least 0.2 stars exists.

7.1 Experiment 1
According to the Bayesian method, the posterior probability that simulated white workers have a mean rating
0.2 stars greater than simulated black workers is 18%. Using the same method, we estimate that there is a 12%
posterior probability of simulated male workers having a mean rating at least 0.2 stars higher than simulated
female workers. These results suggest that the absence of rating bias is quite unlikely, rather than merely
being unable to reject the null hypothesis.

7.2 Experiment 2
We again used the absence check. Using data from our second study, we estimate that the posterior probability
that simulated white workers have an average rating at least 0.2 higher than simulated black workers is
approximately 3%, whereas the posterior probability of finding that simulated male workers have an average
rating at least 0.2 higher than simulated female workers is approximately 18%. Again, we have marginal (for
gender) and significant (for race) confidence in the absence of rating bias.

7.3 Experiment 3
Here we turned to a different (though conceptually similar) Bayesian analysis. Because we had multiple
ratings per person, we needed to normalize by participant. Thus, we created a race bias score for each
participant by taking the two ratings in each race category (two ratings for black gig workers, two ratings for
white gig workers) and taking the average for each category. Based on this average, we computed differences
between race categories for each participant. We did the same for a gender bias score along the male and female
categories. In aggregate, this left us with a distribution of per-person bias scores. The question then became
how confident can we be that the mean of this distribution is less than 0.2?
As before, we considered a t-test based method, a re-sampling based method and a Bayesian method. Since
all methods again yielded similar results, we present only the Bayesian method. The per-person bias scores
could theoretically be any value from -4.5 to 4.5 in half star increments; empirically, however they only ranged
from -2 to 3. Treating this as a categorical distribution like the rating distributions before, we again used a
uniform bias distribution to derive a Dirichlet posterior distribution for the probability over the possible bias
scores. By drawing 100,000 samples from this posterior distribution and computing the mean of those
distributions, we computed the posterior probability that the average bias score is greater than 0.2. There was
a 4% posterior probability that the average race bias score is above 0.2, and an 8% posterior probability that the
average gender bias score is above 0.2. We thus again conclude that rating bias is absent, rather than just not
identified.

7.4 Experiment 4
We again used the absence check to verify that any rating bias shown is below our 0.2 threshold. Based on
this analysis, the posterior probability of finding that simulated white workers have an average rating at least
0.2 higher than simulated black workers is approximately 1%, whereas the posterior probability of finding that
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simulated male workers have an average rating at least 0.2 higher than simulated female workers is
approximately 3%. We again conclude that rating bias was absent, rather than just not identified.

7.5 Aggregating the Experiments
Our analyses suggest relatively strong confidence that if any ratings bias exists, it is less than 0.2-stars. In
three of our four racial bias studies, the absence check yielded greater than 95% confidence that any racebased rating bias is below 0.2 stars, and the fourth trends strongly in this direction. One of our studies showed
greater than 95% confidence that gender-based bias was absent, another showed greater than 90% confidence,
and the other two still suggested that bias greater than 0.2 stars is unlikely. Moreover, if we look at the actual
measured effects (see Figures 2-6), in half the cases the direction of the (non-significant) effects advantage
black or women workers, opposite the hypothesized trend and expectations from prior work. Further still, in
all our studies the average rating differences between race and gender categories are very small compared to
the size of the average rating differences between high- and low-quality deliverables.

8 DISCUSSION
Our results – from four separate studies, across two different experimental designs and two different
simulated gig tasks – are at odds with previous work showing race and gender bias. This tension was
suggested by Experiment 1, persisted through Experiments 2-4, and the absence check solidifies our statistical
confidence in the overall finding.
We next present possible interpretations of our results to inform a broader research agenda into the study
of bias in ratings-based reputation systems. We offer these interpretations because there must be an
explanation for our results (due to their robustness and statistical confidence). We use our findings to
articulate specific hypotheses to guide future work in this space.

8.1 Interpretations and Hypotheses
8.1.1 Interpretation #1: Third-Party Evaluation of Gig Work. Some have suggested that evaluating work done
for someone else may not trigger enough empathy or ownership to show evaluation bias. For example, Bielby
[9] argues that in the workplace evaluation domain, any bias measured in simulation experiments is
underestimating the actual effect because the decision maker has no institutional context or history. In our
case, this would suggest that our participants, who did not request the task and have no direct stake in the
deliverable, might be sufficiently disinterested that they did not express any bias.
However, prior work argues against this interpretation. Studies focusing on gender bias [11] and both race
and gender bias [10,32] also asked third parties (often students) to evaluate a task. These studies did find
gender- and race-based bias in the evaluations when controlling for quality (as we did here). In short:
analogous studies using third-party evaluators did find bias.
But let us take a deeper look: in contrast to these studies, we elicited third-party ratings of gig work – could
this explain our result? Consider a study we previously mentioned: Bigoness [10] asked undergraduate
students to take on the role of grocery store managers. These ‘managers’ were shown a video of eight
‘employees’ (paid actors) spanning the same race and gender conditions we studied, and were asked to rate
the ‘employees’ work. Perhaps the students in Bigoness’ study, by virtue of being ‘managers’ of ‘employees’
(rather than a crowd worker evaluating a task deliverable) took on more ownership over the work they were
evaluating than our Mechanical Turk participants did. More generally, perhaps asking a third party to rate a
single, ‘one-off’ task is too disconnected, leading to no bias being shown.
This leads us to a first hypothesis that should be explored in future work:
Future Work Hypothesis 1 (FWH1): Third-party evaluators do not show race- or gender-based bias in
their ratings when evaluating gig work tasks done by and for someone else.
We see this as a compelling direction for future work for two reasons: in addition to potentially helping to
explain our results, understanding third-party bias has important applied implications. Specifically, intelligent
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systems are increasingly trained using third-party evaluations. Thus, the ways in which gender- and racebased bias are reflected in the ratings and evaluations has the potential to substantially impact these systems
and the decisions they make.
8.1.2 Interpretation #2: Sample Selection. Any research aiming for general conclusions must consider
potential idiosyncrasies of the study sample. Obvious concerns about our sample center on our choice of
Mechanical Turk, including (a) whether it is ever acceptable to use Mechanical Turk workers as participants,
(b) how demographically representative Mechanical Turk workers are, and (c) whether or not Mechanical
Turk workers ever show bias. However, we do not think these concerns explain our results for the following
reasons:
• Sampling from Mechanical Turk is not inherently problematic. Many studies in social computing [42]
and other disciplines (e.g. natural language processing [72], political science [5], psychology [12], and
economics [37]) have successfully replicated studies that used other types of samples.
• The demographics of Mechanical Turk workers should not affect our findings relative to prior work.
Berinsky el al. [5] show that Mechanical Turk is more representative of the general population than the
undergraduate psychology students who participate in many psychometric studies (including [3]).
• Studies of race- and gender-based biases on Mechanical Turk have been effective. Many studies (e.g.
in psychology [27,54], and business [25]) have explored demographic biases using Mechanical Turk
and have found results in line with prior literature.
However, a subtler dimension of sample selection may be at play. Turkers may be unique in ways that
matter for our research agenda, but not in general. Crowdworkers (like Mechanical Turk workers) may behave
distinctively for evaluation tasks like rating the quality of a deliverable. They may be better at considering
only the relevant details of a task because of their familiarity with crowdwork incentive structures and
practices. This may make them more likely to ignore extraneous concerns such as the race or gender of the
person who produced the work a Turker is evaluating. This might explain why our ratings showed no
identifiable bias and leads us to a second hypothesis for future work:
Future Work Hypothesis 2a (FWH2a): The familiarity of crowd workers with crowdwork incentives and
work practices distinguishes them from the general population and makes them less likely to show raceor gender-based bias when doing a rating task.
There may be another subtle effect of using Turkers as a population: while Turkers are demographically
representative of the general population, they may not be demographically representative of gig work
consumers. Thus, Turkers may evaluate work (simulated or not) differently than the typical gig work
customer.
Future Work Hypothesis 2b (FWH2b): Turkers are not representative of gig work consumers, and are
therefore the wrong population to serve as evaluators in a controlled experiment that simulates gig work.
Another dimension – which may only be salient when studying gig work systems – is that Turkers are
themselves gig workers. Psychology theory suggests that adopting the perspective of another person does
ameliorate bias towards that person when making ratings [81]. This dimension deserves further study, and
we hope others will continue to be careful in generalizing Mechanical Turk studies to the population at large.
8.1.3 Interpretation #3: Controlling Away Effects. It is possible that the representation of our simulated gig
workers changed the potential for the ratings provided to show bias. For instance, it may be that because all
the photos showed someone wearing a grey t-shirt with a white backdrop, the setting was too neutral, and
that attributes of more natural photos (what people wear, where the photo was taken, etc.) may lead to rating
bias being shown. Literature does suggest that specifics of photos are relevant in gig work settings. Hannák
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et al. [33], for instance, find that in Fiverr, profiles with no photo receive fewer reviews and lower ratings
than those with a photo.
Future Work Hypothesis 3 (FWH3): Increasing the ecological validity of how gig workers are represented
in photos will show race- and gender-based ratings bias.
There are other attributes of gig work that may lead to bias being shown. For example, the deliverable
itself may lead to race or gender bias in ratings. Haswell and Haswell [34] provide evidence to suggest that
people do distinguish and attribute author gender, even when the author is not known. Given the historic
inequities in education by race [58], similar racial attributions are likely possible based on signals in written
text (e.g. [79]). It is not clear from our understanding of the literature what specific mechanisms along these
lines may lead to bias in ratings, and we see this as an important direction of future work. Developing ways
to study bias that surfaces the correct set of effects and controls for the others will be particularly important.
8.1.4 Interpretation #4: No Bias Exists in Reputation Systems. There is, of course, one more interpretation
of our results, and it is much simpler: reputation systems in the gig economy are broadly impervious to
significant racial and gender biases. If substantiated, this would be a rare piece of good news in a literature
replete with cases of algorithms and sociotechnical systems reflecting and magnifying gender and race biases
(e.g. [24,33,45,77]). Further evidence for this interpretation would also raise several critical questions, e.g.
What properties of gig economy reputation systems make them resistant to bias? Can we transfer these
properties in other domains where bias has been observed?
Before those questions can be answered, however, our findings must be corroborated in additional gig
work platforms. To do so, the following hypothesis should be tested:
Future Work Hypothesis 4 (FWH4): Reputation bias systems in many platforms in the gig economy are
not subject to major gender or racial biases.
One data point from the Ge et al. [28] paper discussed above increases our confidence that experiments
testing this hypothesis will find similar results to ours. The takeaway result of Ge et al.’s experiment was that
African Americans and women suffer certain biases in the service they receive in ride hailing platforms.
However, a small footnote in the paper reports a partially countervailing result that is particularly relevant to
this paper:
“The average star ratings given to African American and white travelers are very similar,
indicating that the drivers who accepted the trips and provided star ratings did not
provide better or worse ratings based on the [rider’s] race”
In other words, while African American riders received worse service, they received similar ratings from
drivers as white passengers, reinforcing the results of our four experiments (although certainly not mitigating
the bias in service quality).
On the other hand, recent work by Hannák et al. [33] describing an observational study of TaskRabbit and
Fiverr presents mixed support for FWH4. This study did not detect a significant bias for some demographics
considered here (e.g. women on TaskRabbit) and found significant “reverse” biases in others (e.g. women on
Fiverr). However, Hannák et al. did observe a significant bias against black workers on both platforms. While
this study was observational rather than a controlled experiment, it does suggest that phenomena related to
FWH4 may be complex.
Moving forward, it will be important to run similar studies in a variety of gig work platforms. We hope
that this paper can encourage gig work companies to run these studies themselves because, as noted above,
doing this type of research is much simpler when researchers have total control of a platform. Absent this
control, external researchers may want to find ways to induce control using methods beyond the simulation
approach we have used here, e.g., through app reconstructions or modifications (e.g. [52]).
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8.2 Other Interpretations
We first presented the interpretations for our results that we believe to be most probable given the nature of
our results, theory, and findings from previous work. However, it is also useful to summarize additional
possible interpretations that, while initially intuitive to us, we later determined to be highly improbable. In
this section, we first discuss each unlikely interpretation and then present the considerable evidence against
it.
8.2.1 The Effect of Full-Rating Distribution (Required Ratings). Many rating systems are dominated by very
positive (4 or 5) and very negative (1) ratings. The intuition here is that if someone is ambivalent about a
rating (such that they would rate a 2, 3, or perhaps 4), they simply choose not to rate.
Our Mechanical Turk workers did not have this option. To assess the validity of this interpretation of our
results, we performed a quick analysis (using ratings from Experiment 1), where we excluded ratings of 2 and
3 (but included 4s to guard against undersampling). Using our Bayesian absence test, the posterior probability
of a 0.2-star mean shift decreased compared to the full dataset. In other words, our original findings were even
more robust in this analysis.
Further, there is evidence (e.g. [51]) that suggests that a full (ground-truth) rating distribution does indeed
show bias, even when compared to a distribution with a drop-out effect.
8.2.2 The Effect of “Inaccurate” Responses. An initially intuitive interpretation of our data is that the noise
in our rating distributions may be masking biases. It is possible that the kinds of biases we expected are driven
by the ‘most accurate’ participants in our data, and might be masked by the inclusion of this noise. Therefore,
we conducted an additional analysis based on our three between-subjects experiments (Experiment 1, 2, and
4). We only included data from (a) participants in the high-quality condition who provided ratings 3, 4, and 5,
and (b) participants in the low-quality condition who provided ratings 1 and 2. As with our primary analyses,
none of these analyses found statistically significant race or gender bias.
While these analyses do re-affirm that no measurable bias exists in our studies, they are also problematic,
for two reasons: (a) ecological validity and (b) ‘selecting on the dependent variable’, which is generally
frowned upon [6,71]. With respect to ecological validity, all reputation systems are subject to variation
between individual’s ratings. For instance, even the best hotel on TripAdvisor will have a few negative
reviews, and this is likely true for the best Upwork freelancers, Airbnb hosts, or Lyft drivers as well. These
ratings are not incorrect or inaccurate, they just represent divergent opinions that may focus on different
aspects of the rated entity. Excluding data that does not match our expectations of individual’s rating behavior
inherently removes important ecological validity from our experiments. In effect, the results of this analysis
(regardless of whether we found statistical significance) imagines a world in which all raters behave in a
predetermined ‘good’ way, which is, for better or worse, not the world in which reputation systems are
employed. As such, we encourage future researchers in this space to consider the full distribution of scores in
their primary analyses (as long as validation checks are in place).
8.2.3 Task Design. It is conceivable that writing-related tasks make it particularly difficult for bias to be
shown. However, we based these tasks on common categories of tasks on a prominent gig economy platform,
Upwork. Moreover, prior research has found bias in participants’ evaluations of writing, even while blinded
to gender [34].
8.2.4 Interface Design. While it is possible that some aspect of our interface and study design may have
led to absence of rating bias, we took great care to model our experimental interface after the reputation
system interfaces common to many gig work platforms (e.g. Uber, Airbnb, Upwork, Fiverr, Rover, and
Postmates). Specifically, we were sure to develop ecologically valid implementations of the two key common
dimensions of existing gig work reputation systems: the representation of the gig worker and the rating
interface. When representing the simulated gig worker, we presented their photo and their name immediately
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above or below the photo (depending on the experiment), as is ubiquitous in popular gig work reputation
systems. We also used a standard five-star rating scale for the same reason.
8.2.5 Subject-Expectancy Bias. It is plausible that participants behaved differently because they were being
studied and showing race- or gender-based bias is socially stigmatized. For this reason, studies of such
behaviors attempt to blind subjects whenever possible. While we did not directly interact with participants,
participants were shown a consent screen prior to participation. This may have caused participants to modify
their rating behavior in a way that is different than they would rate in a live system. However, this would
likely have been also true for the many studies we review that observed bias (especially in studies in which
participants interacted directly with a person running the study, e.g. the work from psychology on workplace
ratings [10]).

9 LIMITATIONS
9.1 Power of the Experiments
One of the limitations of these studies is statistical power. While the absence of rating bias would likely be
unaffected by larger studies, with more participants we could have tested a smaller mean-shift threshold.
We selected a 0.2 mean-shift as an upper-bound, based on Horton and Golden’s work [36] which showed
that approximately 80% of oDesk (now Upwork) workers have average ratings between 4.75 and 5 stars.
Further, on Uber, a mean-shift of 0.2 stars will cause a driver to drop ‘employability’ classes (based on a leaked
image reported by Business Insider [15] outlining ‘employability’ thresholds). Both examples suggest that a
mean-shift of 0.2 stars is not fatal to the best workers in the system, but may meaningfully impact workers
with lower average ratings. However, recall that the results of our analysis show that an effect even of size
0.2 stars is unlikely to exist (and observed effects were much smaller, and often in the other direction).
Clearly, any amount of bias disadvantages those affected by it, but our results suggest that any effect in
our studies is very small (if it exists at all). As we note above, our studies show non-significant effects, our
absence checks show that bias above 0.2 stars is unlikely, and statistical intuition suggests that multiple
replications give further confidence that our studies show little to no bias.

9.2 Our Own Limitations
In the spirit of Bardzell and Bardzell [2], we discuss our own position and context as these may be relevant to
our work.
All the authors are white men (three Ph.D. students, one industry research scientist, and three faculty at
two US universities ranging in ages from 20s to 50s). We believe systematic exclusion and disparity in
sociotechnical and algorithmic systems are significant problems, and some of us have uncovered and
addressed these issues in our prior studies (e.g. [14,35,40,41,46,76,77]). It is from this perspective that we began
this work.
When we began, the makeup of our team seemed less important precisely since we assumed we would
detect – and then try to mitigate – race and gender bias. When we did not, we were concerned that we might
have made design decisions that obscured bias. To address this concern, we consulted with experts in Gender
Studies and Ethnic Studies, and used these consultations to inform the design of our subsequent experiments.

9.3 Other Possible Limitations
We did not ask about demographic information of our participants, based on prior work which finds that
Turkers in the US are representative of the general US population [5], and that the kinds of biases we study
here are exhibited by black and female participants, too; specifically, black people and women exhibit prowhite [58] and pro-male [59] bias on the Implicit Association Test, although to a lesser degree. Based on these
findings, we did not ask for demographic information of participants. However, in light of our surprising
results, future studies should request information about the demographics of their participants.
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10 ADDITIONAL FUTURE WORK
Based on the robustness of our results, experimental exploration of the causes of our surprising results is a
critical direction for immediate future work. We outlined a research agenda along these lines in the form of a
series of multiple hypotheses. However, this is not the only future work that is suggested by our findings. In
this section, we outline longer-term implications for additional research.

10.1 Returning to Our Original Research Agenda
Many of the interpretations outlined above would result in bias manifesting in reputation systems, just not in
a fashion that is as obvious as has been the case in past research studies. If these interpretations are valid, this
would mean that creating sociotechnical interventions to reduce or eliminate rating bias would be a critical
goal for future work. This would also suggest a return to our original research agenda (see Experiment 1):
developing rating mechanisms (e.g. multi-factor rating) in which bias is less likely to occur.

10.2 Towards Meta-Analysis in Social Computing
The barriers to cross-study systematic understanding in social computing can be large: in addition to the
statistical challenge we tackled in this paper with our Bayesian confidence test, results from different papers
must be compared across different online platforms/study contexts, and data often is not published. Further,
few negative results papers are accepted in social computing venues, meaning that other studies may have
found results like ours, but due to the nature of incentives in our scientific community (and many others), we
likely would not know about these studies.
We believe our work provides support for social computing embracing meta-analysis, a method for
statistically combining studies (common in psychology e.g. [22]). The statistics, however are the easy part.
For such a culture to take hold, our community needs to create venues for publishing rigorous negative results
and implement standards for reporting data to support such meta-analyses. Doing so will enable our
community to extract greater generalization and confidence from the broad and diverse set of studies
conducted in our field.

11 CONCLUSION
In four studies conducted on Mechanical Turk, we present results suggesting that participants in our
experiments do not show rating bias at or above a 0.2 star mean-shift. Through a Bayesian confidence test, we
show that the posterior probabilities of measuring bias above that threshold are low enough to be confident
in the absence of rating bias greater than an average of 0.2 stars. We discuss a number of interpretations of
this result and their implications.
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A WRITING SAMPLE EXAMPLES
A1 Examples of Writing Used in Experiment 1
This response demonstrates some comprehension of the
source text, although the writer’s understanding of Bogard’s
central idea isn’t conveyed until the latter part of the essay,
where the writer indicates that Bogard includes details facts
about human body, animals and about mother nature that he
can use to support his idea of not using so much light at night
and how we need darkness. Prior to this, the writer has
included details from the text, but without contextualizing
these details within Bogard’s broader argument, suggesting
that the writer is relaying ideas from the text without much
understanding of how they contribute to the whole. For
example, the writer mentions the health problems cited in the
text, that working the night shift is classified as bad, and that
light costs are high, but doesn’t explain how these points relate
to Bogard’s main claim that we must preserve natural
darkness. On the whole, this essay displays only a partial
understanding of the source text.
In this essay, the writer has merely identified aspects of
Bogard’s use of evidence without explaining how the evidence
contributes to the argument. The writer notes that Bogard’s
text talks about so much facts about sleeping how so little can
effect us health wise examples like getting sleep disorders,
diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease and depression. This
facts helps people persuade the audience. Other than
identifying these as persuasive facts, however, the writer does
nothing to indicate an understanding of the analytical task. The
writer again mentions persuasion before the conclusion of the
essay (With these features he can persuade the auidence
because people dont know why darkness can be good for us),
but once again, there is no explanation of how or why these
features are persuasive. Thus, the essay offers inadequate
analysis of Bogard’s text.
This response demonstrates little cohesion and inadequate
skill in the use and control of language. From the outset,
problems with language control impede the writer’s ability to
establish a clear central claim (Bogard builds an argument to
persuade his audience about what he is concering about and
feels it important to take care about). The response also lacks a
recognizable introduction and conclusion, and sentences are
strung together without a clear progression of ideas (for much
of the response, the writer merely lists claims Bogard makes).
The response also lacks variety in sentence structures, in part
because of repetitive transitions. (For example, he also claims
is used two sentences in a row in this brief response). Weak
control of the conventions of standard written English, coupled
with vague word choice, undermine the quality of writing.
Overall, this response has demonstrated inadequate writing
skill.

(a) High-Quality Feedback

This response demonstrates some comprehension of the
source text, although the writer’s understanding of
Bogard’s central idea isn’t conveyed until the latter part of
the essay, where the writer indicates that Bogard includes
details facts about human body, animals and about mother
nature that he can use to support his idea of not using so
much light at night and how we need darkness. On the
whole, this essay displays only a partial understanding of
the source text.
In this essay, the writer has merely identified aspects of
Bogard’s use of evidence without explaining how the
evidence contributes to the argument. Thus, the essay
offers inadequate analysis of Bogard’s text.
This response demonstrates little cohesion and inadequate
skill in the use and control of language. Overall, this
response has demonstrated inadequate writing skill.

(b) Low-Quality Feedback

Figure A1: Examples of our two quality conditions in Experiment 1.
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A2 Examples of Writing Used in Experiments 2 & 3
This response demonstrates little comprehension of
Gioia's text. The response is almost entirely composed
of ideas and phrases taken directly from the passage.
Although the writer does demonstrate that the writer
has read the passage by referring to the Wired article
(the writer conveys that employers are looking for
aptitudes deadely literally in character: not “linear,
logical, and analytical talents'”) and including a notable
point in the passage (Reading is not [a] timeless
universal capability), there is very little evidence that the
writer actually understands Gioia's main argument, and
the response is limited to presenting seemingly
randomly chosen details from the passage. Overall, this
response demonstrates inadequate reading
comprehension.
The writer demonstrates no real understanding of the
analytical task and offers no discernible analysis of the
source text. The writer does not describe Gioia's use of
evidence, reasoning, or stylistic or persuasive elements,
nor does the writer attempt to explain the importance
of these elements to Gioia's argument. The brief
response is largely comprised of ideas and phrases taken
directly from the passage. Overall, this response
demonstrates inadequate analysis.

(a) High-Quality Feedback

The responses is almost entirely composed of ideas and
phrases Taken directly from the passage. Overall, this
response does not demonstrate inadequate reading
comprehension. Although the writer does demonstrating
that the writer has read the passage by including a Notable
point in the passage there is very little evience that the
writer actually uderstands Gioia's main argument and the
response is not limited to presenting seemingly randomly
chosen details from the passage.
The writer does describing use of evidence, reasning, or
stylistic or persuasive elements, nor does the writers
attempt to explain the Importance Overall this response
demonstrates inadequate analysis. The Brief response is
largely compised of ideas and phrases not taken directly
from the passage.
Overall, this response demonstrating inadequate control.
The writer includes a clear central claims or controlling idea
and istead jumps into Repeating ideas and phrases from
the passage There is no real organization or progression of
ideas. Furthermore there is evidence of the writer’s own
writing ablity since Most of the response is taken directly
from Gioia's text.

(b) Low-Quality Feedback

Figure A2: Examples of our two quality conditions in Experiment 2.
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